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We plan, we save, we invest, we plan some more and then we retire. As a firm we strive to help
our clients navigate their pre-retirement years successfully, ultimately leading to an enjoyable
retirement. Once retired, planning for the future takes on new meaning. Grinding out extra hours
at the office, enrolling in coursework to learn new skills or taking on part-time work in an
attempt to earn a promotion and a bigger income all take a back seat in retirement.

Even with reducing the stress of maintaining a work/life balance and no longer stuck in traffic on
your daily commute there are still nagging concerns about how the next chapter plays out.
Clients nearing full retirement wonder how they might spend their day in a fulfilling and
meaningful way.

As clients approach the finish line we see them free themselves from ambition and look at their
life's achievements with satisfaction and contentment. Most clients experience a waning of
ambition over time. We try to encourage replacing it with more meaningful drivers
philanthropy, mentorship, self-improvement, education and enrichment, intimacy andlor a
greater sense of purpose. We see clients embrace the idea of "enough" and fill their thoughts
and time with more important priorities - family, friends, hobbies, and exercise to maintain good
health.

Listed below are some ways we see clients exercising their right to develop healthy habits and
important social interaction. Here are a few ways they are keeping active and engaging socially
with contemporaries (suggestions noted from Cathy Hamilton's Fit to Retire blog post 812017).

Pickleball This sport - think ping-pong meets tennis and badminton - is taking the baby boomer
world by storm and is equally popular with men and women. Played indoors or out on
a badminton-sized court with a modified tennis net, pickle ball players use paddles and plastic
balls with holes. (Inexpensive to gear up!) You can find a pickle ball league for doubles or
singles in our area and also cities large to small. It is easy to find classes to teach newbies the
ropes and the rules. Pickleball tournaments are held frequently, allowing devoted players to
travel, see new places, and meet even more new friends.

Zumba classes - think aerobics with choreography incorporating hip-hop, salsa, mambo, samba
and the merengue - can be found at your local Parks & Rec program, YMCA, senior center, and
even in public swimming pools. This one's more popular with the ladies, but gutsy guys can have
a lot of fun doing it, too. This is no-partner-needed dancing but it's still a great way to make
friends and get your heart pumping.
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Yoga Some of us visualize this practice as a solitary yogi meditating in silence while twisting in
impossible poses. But, many retirees are finding great benefits in yoga classes, once or twice a
week. Classes can be tailored to meet your own level - Beginning, Gentle, Seated (as in a chair) -
yoga students get the advantage of having an instructor to monitor their body positions, thereby
avoiding injury. And even if you think you're the least flexible person on the planet, there's
always someone less flexible than you in class! After class, grab a few new friends and head out
for a cup of tea, When I typed in Danbury CT Yoga into Google pages and pages of courses
appeared. Should be easy to find a class in your neighborhood.

Tai Chi Have you ever soen people of all ages synchronized in slow motion movement in your
neighborhood park and wished you could join them? You can! Parks and Recreation programs
all over the country offer Tai Chi programs that are wildly popular with baby boomers.
Considered one of the best things you can do to prevent falls from imbalance,tai chi movements
help improve your balance, muscle strength, stress level, and mobility. Classes are usually held
in beautiful outdoor settings promoting a sense of well-being. Check out a local studio for an
indoor class or stop by your park to watch a class and then ask the instructor how to sign up.

We encourage those of you nearing retirement to think about how this next chapter might play
out and be eager to stay engaged. There are many ways in which your unique gifts can help
improve relationships within your family, your neighbors, friends and the wider community.

Understanding how your fiscal picture will impact your future is just one of the key puzzle
pieces in living a full and meaningful life. We are here to continue the dialogue and guide you in
achieving your longer term financial goals so feel free to reach out with any questions or
concerns.

Enclosed is an updated Asset Allocation Summary Report reflecting current values and
allocation of your investments. Please review and call with any questions.

Sincerely'/-l-r/
Michael Matson
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